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Paradigm-based approaches to word processing/learning assume that word forms are not acquired in isolation, but through associative relations linking members of the same word family
(e.g. a paradigm, or a set of forms filling the same paradigm cell). Principles of correlative
learning offer a set of equations that are key to modelling this complex dynamic at a considerable
level of detail. We use these equations to simulate acquisition of Modern Greek conjugation, and
we compare the results with evidence from German and Italian. Simulations show that different
Greek verb classes are processed and acquired differentially, as a function of their degrees of
formal transparency and predictability. We relate these results to psycholinguistic evidence of
Modern Greek word processing, and interpret our findings as supporting a view of the mental
lexicon as an emergent integrative system.
1. Introduction
Issues of morphological (ir)regularity have traditionally been investigated through the
prism of morphological competence, with particular emphasis on aspects of the internal
structure of complex words (Bloomfield 1933; Bloch 1947; Chomsky and Halle 1967;
Lieber 1980; Selkirk 1984, among others). Within this framework, one of the most influential theoretical positions is that morphologically, phonologically, and/or semantically
transparent words are always processed on-line through their constituent elements,
whereas irregular, idiosyncratic (non-transparent) forms are stored and retrieved as
wholes in the lexicon (Pinker and Prince 1994). Likewise, Ullman and colleagues (1997)
assume that the past tense formation of regular verbs in English requires on-line application of an affixation rule (e.g. walk > walk+ed), while irregular past tense forms,
involving stem allomorphy (e.g. drink > drank), are retrieved from the lexicon.
Modern Greek introduces an interesting variation in this picture. First, stem allomorphy and suffixation are not necessarily mutually exclusive processes, but coexist
∗ Laboratory of Modern Greek Dialects, University of Patras, University Campus, 265 04 Rio Patras,
Greece. E-mail: stavros.bompolas@gmail.com
∗∗ Istituto di Linguistica Computazionale "A. Zampolli", v. Moruzzi 1, Pisa, Italy.
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in the same inflected forms (e.g. ["lin-o] ‘I untie’ > ["e-li-s-a] ‘I untied’, [aGa"p(a)-o] ‘I
love’ > [a"Gapi-s-a] ‘I loved’). Secondly, affixation rules may select unpredictable stem
allomorphs: [aGa"p(a)-o] ‘I love’ > [a"Gapi-s-a] ‘I loved’, [fo"r(a)-o] ‘I wear’ > ["fore-s-a]
‘I wore’, [xa"l(a)-o] ‘I demolish’ > ["xala-s-a] ‘I demolished’. These cases suggest that
inflectional (ir)regularity is not an all-or-nothing notion in Greek. Different inflectional
processes may compound in the same words to provide a challenging word processing
scenario (Tsapkini, Jarema, and Kehayia 2002b, 2004).
We offer here a computational simulation of the process of acquiring the Modern
Greek verb system from scratch, based on exposure to fully-inflected forms only, with
no extra morpho-syntactic or morpho-semantic information being provided. The idea
is to investigate how aspects of morphological regularity can impact on early stages
of word processing, prior to full lexical access. Our goal is to provide a causal model
of the micro-dynamic of morphology-driven, peripheral processing effects, as observed
in the experimental and acquisitional evidence of Modern Greek (see section 2). The
simulation is implemented with a particular family of artificial neural networks, named
Temporal Self-Organising Maps (TSOMs). Unlike traditional multi-layered perceptrons,
TSOMs simulate the dynamic spatial and temporal organisation of memory nodes
supporting the processing of time-series of symbols, to allow monitoring the short-term
and long-term processing behaviour of a serial memory exposed to an increasingly
larger set of word forms. Thus, TSOMs are ideal tools for assessing the differential
impact of several aspects of regularity (from formal transparency, to predictability and
word typicality) on the behaviour of a connectionist framework.
To anticipate some of our results, the paper provides a performance-oriented account of inflectional regularity in morphology, whereby perception of morphological
structure is not the by-product of the design of the human word processor (purportedly
segregating rules from exceptions), but rather an emergent property of the dynamic
self-organisation of stored lexical representations, contingent on the processing history
of inflected word forms, inherently graded and probabilistic. The evidence is in line
with what we know of word processing by human speakers and illustrates the potential
of a single, distributed architecture for word processing (Alegre and Gordon 1999;
Baayen 2007), to challenge more traditional, modular hypotheses of grammar-lexicon
interaction.
2. The evidence
Modern Greek conjugation, like Italian and unlike English, is stem-based. Each fully
inflected verb form requires obligatory suffixation of person, number and tense markers
that attach to either a bare or a complex stem in both regular ([aGa"p-o] ‘I love’ ~ [a"Gapis-a] ‘I loved’) and irregular verbs (["pern-o] ‘I take’ ~ ["pir-a] ‘I took’). Unlike English
speakers, Greek speakers must always resort to an inflectional process to understand or
produce a fully inflected form, no matter how regular the form is (Terzi, Papapetropoulos, and Kouvelas 2005, page 310).
Classifying a Greek verb as either regular or irregular thus requires observation
of the stem formation processes whereby agreement and tense suffixes are selected.
Accordingly, it is assumed that the presence or absence of the aspectual marker is
a criterion for assessing the degree of regularity of a Greek verb. In particular, socalled “sigmatic” (from the Greek letter σ" ’sigma’) aorist (i.e. perfective) forms (e.g.
[aGa"p-o] ~ [a"Gapi-s-a]) are traditionally considered to be regular, in that they involve a
segmentable marker (-s-) combined with phonologically predictable or morphologically
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systematic stem-allomorphs. “Asigmatic” past-tense forms (e.g. ["pern-o] ~ ["pir-a]), in
contrast, exhibit typical properties of irregular inflection, since they involve unsystematic stem allomorphs (in some cases suppletive stems), and no segmentable affixes
marking perfective aspect. This distinction has also been supported by psycholinguistic
and acquisitional evidence (Stamouli 2000; Tsapkini, Jarema, and Kehayia 2001, 2002a,
2002b, 2002c, 2004; Mastropavlou 2006; Varlokosta et al. 2008; Stavrakaki and Clahsen
2009a, 2009b; Stavrakaki, Koutsandreas, and Clahsen 2012; Stathopoulou and Clahsen
2010; Konstantinopoulou et al. 2013, among others), leading some scholars to suggest
that sigmatic past-tense forms are typically produced on-line by rules, and asigmatic
forms are stored in, and accessed from the mental lexicon (Stavrakaki and Clahsen
2009a, 2009b; Stavrakaki, Koutsandreas, and Clahsen 2012).
However, careful analysis of the Greek verb system appears to question such a
sharp processing-storage divide. In particular, Greek data provide the case of a mixed
inflectional system where both stored allomorphy and rule-based affixation are simultaneously present in the formation of past tense forms. Ralli (1988, 2005, 2006) proposes a
classification of verb paradigms based on two criteria; firstly, the presence vs. absence of
the sigmatic affix and, secondly, the presence vs. absence of (systematic) stem allomorphy. As a result, we can define the following three classes of aorist formation processes
(Tsapkini, Jarema, and Kehayia 2001, 2002a, 2002b, 2002c, 2004):
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

an affix-based class, requiring the presence of the aspectual marker -s-, and
including verbs with a predictable phonological stem-allomorph (e.g., ["lino] ‘I untie’ ~ ["e-li-s-a], ["Graf-o] ‘I write’ ~ ["e-Grap-s-a] ‘I wrote’);
a mixed class where active perfective past tense forms are produced by
affixation of the aspectual marker -s- to a systematic morphological stemallomorph (e.g., [mi"l-o] ‘I speak’ ~ ["mili-s-a] ‘I spoke’);
an idiosyncratic verb class whose forms are based on either non-systematic
stem-allomorphy (including radical suppletion), or no stem-allomorphy and
no (sigmatic) aspectual marker (e.g., ["pern-o] ‘I take’ ~ ["pir-a] ‘I took’, ["tro-o]
‘I eat’ ~ ["e-faG-a] ‘I ate’, ["krin-o] ‘I judge’ ~ ["e-krin-a] ‘I judged’).

It should be noted that, in Greek regular verbs, transparency/systematicity and predictability are not mutually implied (Ralli 2005, 2006). The morphologically-conditioned
allomorphy of class-(ii) verbs requires a systematic pattern of perfective stem formation,
namely X(a) ~ X + V (e.g. [aGap(a)-] > [aGapi-]), where ‘X’ is a variable standing for the
bare stem, ‘V’ stands for a vowel, and the subscripted ‘(a)’ indicates an optional a forming a Modern Greek free variant of the imperfective stem (e.g. [aGa"po] ~ [aGa"pao]). The
variable V in the perfective stem can be instantiated as i, e or a, and cannot be predicted,
given the bare stem. On the other hand, the phonologically-conditioned allomorphs of
class-(i) verbs (e.g. ["lin-] > ["e-li-s-]) are the outcome of exceptionless phonological rules,
which nonetheless obfuscate a full formal correspondence (transparency) between the
imperfective stem and the perfective stem.
Psycholinguistic experiments and evidence from language acquisition provide
strong empirical support to the hypothesis that the human lexical processor is sensitive
to the more nuanced classification of the Greek verb system reported above. Morphological regularity is not an epiphenomenon of the design of the human language faculty
and the purported dualism between rule-based and memory-based routes. Rather, it
is better understood as the graded result of the varying interaction of phonological,
morphotactic and morpho-semantic factors. In particular, lack of full formal nesting
between imperfective and perfective stems (as in [Du"lev-o] ‘I work’ ~ ["Dulep-s-a] ‘I
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worked’) appears to have an extra processing cost for speakers. Tsapkini and colleagues
(2002b) compared priming evidence obtained from Greek past-tense forms matched for
orthographic overlap (50%) with present forms, in two different conditions of StimulusOnset Asynchrony1 (SOA): a short SOA (35 ms) and a long one (150 ms). In the initial
stages of lexical access, facilitation is elicited for both irregular and regular verb primes
(compared to unrelated primes). However, not all forms seem to benefit from the augmented processing time permitted by longer SOA: non fully-nested allomorphic stems
(e.g. [Du"lev-o] ~ ["Dulep-s-a], or ["pern-o] ~ ["pir-a]) elicit significantly less priming than
do fully-nested allomorphs (e.g.[mi"l-o] ~["mili-s-a]), with intermediate cases of formal
overlap (e.g. ["lin-o] > ["e-li-s-a]) getting intermediate facilitation effects. This graded
behaviour is confirmed by Voga and Grainger (2004), who found greater priming effects
for inflectionally-related word pairs with larger onset overlap. Along the same lines, Orfanidou and colleagues (2011) investigated the effects of formal transparency/opacity
and semantic relatedness in both short and long SOA priming for derivationally-related
Greek word pairs. They report evidence that semantically transparent primes produced
more facilitation in delayed priming than semantically opaque primes, while orthographically transparent primes produced more facilitation in shortened priming than
orthographically opaque primes.
To sum up, analysis of Greek data offers evidence of graded levels of morphological regularity, based on the interaction between formal transparency (degrees of
stem similarity) and (un)predictability of stem allomorphs. The evidence questions a
dichotomous view of storage vs. rule-based processing mechanisms. In fact, no sharp
distinction between affix processing and allomorph retrieval can possibly account for
the interaction of formal transparency and predictability in Greek word processing.
A growing number of approaches to inflection, from both linguistic and psycholinguistic camps, developed the view that surface word relations represent a fundamental
domain of morphological competence (Matthews 1991; Bybee 1995; Pirrelli 2000; Burzio
2004; Booij 2010; Baayen et al. 2011; Blevins 2016). Learning the morphology of a
language amounts to acquiring relations between fully stored lexical forms, which are
concurrently available in the speaker’s mental lexicon and jointly facilitate processing
of morphologically related forms through patterns of emergent self-organisation. This
view presupposes an integrative language architecture, where processing and storage,
far from being conceived of as insulated and poorly interacting modules, are, respectively, the short-term and the long-term dynamics of the same underlying process of
adaptive specialisation of synaptic connections. Such an integrative architecture, upheld
by recent evidence of the neuro-anatomical bases of short-term and long-term memory
processes (Wilson 2001; D’Esposito 2007), crucially hinges on Hebbian principles of
synaptic plasticity, which are, in turn, in keeping with mathematical models of discriminative learning (Rescorla and Wagner 1972; Ramscar and Yarlett 2007; Ramscar and Dye
2011; Baayen et al. 2011). The approach strikes us as particularly conducive to modelling
the intricacies of Modern Greek inflection and provides an explanatory framework
to account for human processing evidence. In what follows, we offer a connectionist
implementation of this view.
1 Stimulus-Onset Asynchrony (SOA) is a measure of the amount of time between the start of the priming
stimulus and the start of the target word. By varying SOA, one can elicit information about the time
course of lexical access, namely the routes and procedures that are involved in earlier and later stages.
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3. Computational Modelling
The advent of connectionism in the 80’s popularised the idea that the lexical processor
consists of a network of parallel processing units selectively firing in response to sensory
stimuli. Arguably, the most important contribution of connectionism to the theoretical
debate on lexical modelling at the time is that it explicitly rejected the idea that word
recognition and production require a dichotomous choice between storage and processing. However, in spite of the prima facie psycho-computational allure of this view
of the lexicon, early connectionist models also embraced a number of unsatisfactory
assumptions about word learning and processing: from wired-in conjunctive coding
of input symbols in context, to output supervision required by the gradient descent
algorithm, to a model of word production as a derivational function mapping one lexical
base onto fully inflected forms.
Later connectionist architectures have tried to address all these open issues. In particular, recurrent neural networks have offered a principled solution to (i) the problem
of representing time, and (ii) the problem of learning without supervision. In simple
recurrent networks (Jordan 1986; Elman 1990), the input to the network at time t is
represented by the current level of activation of nodes in the input layer (as in classical
connectionist networks) augmented with the level of activation of nodes in the hidden
layer at the previous time tick (t-1). In this way, the network keeps track of its activation
states and develops a serial memory of previous inputs.
Along the same lines, Temporal Self-Organising Maps (TSOMs) have recently been
proposed to model the dynamic topological organisation of memory nodes selectively
firing when specific symbols are input to the map in specific temporal contexts (Ferro,
Marzi, and Pirrelli 2011; Marzi, Ferro, and Pirrelli 2014; Pirrelli, Ferro, and Marzi 2015).
A temporal context is loosely defined as a temporal slot (position) in a time series of
input symbols, or a window of surrounding symbols. Context-sensitive node specialisation is not wired in the map’s connections at the outset (as in traditional connectionist
models), but it is something that emerges as a function of input exposure in the course of
training (Marzi et al. 2016). High-frequency input sequences develop deeply entrenched
connections and highly specialised nodes, functionally corresponding to human expectations for possible continuations. Low-frequency input sequences tend to fire blended
node chains, i.e. sequences of nodes that respond to a class of partially overlapping
sequences. This is what distinguishes holistic, dedicated memorisation of full forms
from chunk-based storage of low-frequency forms, sharing memory chunks with other
overlapping forms (Marzi and Pirrelli 2015).
TSOMs offer an ecological way to conceptualise human word learning. As suggested by the psycholinguistic literature overviewed in section 2, children store all
words they are exposed to, irrespective of degrees of regularity or morphological complexity. In addition to that, the self-organisation of items in the mental lexicon tends
to reflect morphologically natural classes, be they inflectional paradigms, inflectional
classes, derivational families or compound families, and this has a direct influence on
morphological processing. In what follows, we provide a more formal outline of the
architecture of TSOMs, to then explore their potential for modelling evidence from
Greek inflection.
3.1 TSOMs
The core of a TSOM consists of an array of nodes with two weighted layers of synaptic
connectivity (Figure 1). Input connections link each node to the current input stimulus
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Figure 1
Overview of TSOM architecture.

(e.g. a letter or a sound), represented as a vector of values in the [0, 1] interval, shown to
the map at discrete time ticks. Temporal connections link each map node to the pattern
of node activation of the same map at the immediately preceding time tick. In Figure
1, these connections are depicted as re-entrant directed arcs, leaving from and to map
nodes. Nodes are labelled with the input characters that fire them most strongly. ‘#’
and ‘$’ are special characters, marking the beginning and the end of an input word
respectively.
Each time t a stimulus (e.g. an individual character or a phonological segment in a
word) is presented in the input layer, activation propagates to all map nodes through
input and temporal connections (short-term processing), and the most highly activated
node, or Best Matching Unit (BM U ), is calculated. Following this short-term step,
node connections are made increasingly more sensitive to the current input symbol,
by getting their weights wi,j (from the j-input value to the i-node) closer to the current
input values xj (t) . The resulting long-term increment wi,j is an inverse function GI (·)
of the topological distance di (t) between the node i and the current BM U (t), and a
direct function of the map’s spatial learning rate γI (E) at epoch E. γI (E) is a dynamic
parameter that decreases exponentially with learning epochs to define how readily the
map can adjust itself to the input:

△wi,j (t) = γI (E) · GI (di (t)) · [xj (t) − wi,j (t)]

(1)

Likewise, temporal connections are synchronised to the activation state of the map
at time t-1, by increasing the weights mi,h (from the h-node to the i-node) on the
connections between BM U (t − 1) and all other nodes of the map. The resulting longterm increment mi,h (t) is, again, an inverse function GT (·) of their topological distance
di (t) from BM U (t), and a direct function of the learning rate γT (E) at epoch E:
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△mi,j (t) = γT (E) · GT (di (t)) · [1 − mi,h (t)] ;

h = BM U (t − 1)

(2)

Given the BMU at time t, the temporal layer encodes the expectation of the current
BMU for the node to be activated at time t+1. The strength of the connection between
consecutively activated BMUs is trained through the following principles of correlative learning, compatible with Rescorla-Wagner (Rescorla and Wagner 1972) equations:
Given the input bigram ab, the connection strength between BMU of a at time t and
BMU of b at time t+1 will:
1.

increase if a often precedes b in training (entrenchment)

2.

decrease if b is often preceded by a symbol other than a (competition).

The interaction between entrenchment and competition in a TSOM accounts for important dynamic effects of self-organisation of stored words (Marzi, Ferro, and Pirrelli
2014; Marzi et al. 2016). In particular, high-frequency words tend to recruit specialised
(and stronger) chains of BMUs, while low-frequency words are responded to by more
“blended” (and weaker) BMU chains.
In what follows, we report how well a TSOM can learn the complexity of the Greek
verb system, by controlling factors such as word frequency distribution, degrees of
inflectional regularity and word length. Since our main focus here is on the dynamic
of word processing, and on how this dynamic changes as the TSOM is exposed to
more and more input words through learning, we will monitor both the developmental
pace of acquisition (e.g. whether the map learns regulars more easily and quickly than
irregulars or viceversa), and on the way the TSOM processes inflected forms at the final
learning epoch. Other important issues, such as the ability to generalise to unknown
forms (Marzi, Ferro, and Pirrelli 2014), or the ability to produce an inflected form
on the basis of either a single uninflected base form (Ahlberg, Forsberg, and Hulden
2014; Nicolai, Cherry, and Kondrak 2015), or a pool of abstract morpho-lexical features
(Malouf 2016) will not be addressed here.
4. The experiment
From the FREQcount section of the Greek SUBTLEX-GR corpus (Dimitropoulou et al.
2010), we selected the 50 top-ranked Greek paradigms by cumulative token frequency,
and sampled 15 forms for each paradigm, for a total of 750 training items. For all 50
paradigms, forms were sampled from a fixed pool of paradigm cells: the full set of
present indicative (6) and simple past tense (6) forms, and the singular forms of simple
future (3). As we wanted to focus on effects of global paradigm-based organisation
of active voice indicative conjugation, we excluded paradigms with systematic gaps,
impersonal verbs, and deponent verbs. High-frequency paradigms with suppletive
forms and/or non-systematic allomorphy (Ralli 2006, 2014) were included if they met
our sampling criteria. Concerning systematic free variants (e.g. [aGa"po] ~ [aGa"pao]), the
most frequent form for each cell was selected, to avoid making a distinction between
basic and alternative verb forms (Voga, Giraudo, and Anastassiadis-Symeonidis 2012).
The training dataset was administered to a 42x42 node map for 100 learning epochs.
Upon each learning epoch, all 750 forms were randomly shown to the map as a function
of their real word frequency distribution in the reference corpus, fitted in the 1-1001
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range. To control for experimental variability, we repeated the experiment 5 times. After
training, we assessed how well each map acquired the 750 input forms, using the task
of word recall as a probe.
4.1 Word recall
In showing the string #pop$ one symbol at a time on the input layer (Figure 1), the
activation pattern triggered by each symbol is incrementally overlaid with the patterns
generated by all symbols in the string. The resulting integrated activation pattern
(IAP ) is shown in Figure 1 by levels of node activation represented as shaded nodes.
Integrated activation is calculated with the following equation:

yˆi = max {yi (t)} ;
t=1,...,k

i = 1, ..., N

(3)

where i ranges over the number N of nodes in the map, and t ranges over the
symbol positions in an input string k characters long. Intuitively, each node in the
IAP is associated with the maximum activation level reached by the same node in
processing the entire input word. Note that, in Figure 1, the same symbol p, occurring
twice in #pop$, activates two different BMUs depending on its position in the string.
After presentation of #pop$, integrated levels of node activation are stored in the weights
of a third level of IAP connectivity, linking the map nodes to the lexical map proper
(rightmost vector structure in Figure 1).
The resulting IAP is not only the short-term processing response of a map to #pop$.
The long-term knowledge sitting in its lexical connections makes the current IAP a
routinized memory trace of the map processing response. In fact, a TSOM can reinstate
the string #pop$ from its IAP . We call this reverse process of outputting a string from
its IAP word recall.
The process consists in the following steps:
1.

(a)
(b)
(c)

2.
3.

4.

initialise:
activate the word IAP on the map
prompt the map with the start-of-word symbol #
integrate the IAP with the temporal expectations of #
calculate the next BMU and output its associated label

(a)
(b)

if the end-of-word symbol $ was not output:
integrate the IAP with the temporal expectations of the BMU
go back to step 2
stop

A word is recalled correctly from its IAP if all its symbols are output correctly in the
appropriate left-to-right order.
It should be appreciated that, even when it is applied to the same word items
used during training, word recall from the IAP is not a trivial process. Whereas in
training each input stimulus is presented with explicit timing information (symbols are
administered to the map one at a time), a word IAP is a synchronous activation pattern,
where timing information is encoded only implicitly. In fact, accurate recall requires that
the TSOM has developed a fine-grained association of map nodes with time events in
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training, apportioning specialised time-bound nodes to systematically occurring input
sequences. We can thus make the further reasonable assumption that a word is acquired
by a TSOM when the map is in a position to recall the word accurately and consistently
from its IAP .

5. Data analysis
Average recall accuracy at epoch 100 turns out to be considerably high: 99.6 % (std =
0.1%). Results are analysed using Linear Mixed Effects (LME) models with experiment
repetitions and training items used as random variables.
First, we compared the pace in the acquisition of Greek verb forms with the
pace of acquisition of two other conjugation systems of comparable complexity but
different language family: Italian and German. Results for Italian and German were
obtained with the same training protocol used for Greek verbs (Marzi et al. 2016): 50
top-frequency verb paradigms were selected for each of the two languages, and the
same pool of 15 forms was sampled from each selected paradigm. Input forms were
administered for 100 epochs according to a function of their frequency distribution
fitted in the 1-1001 range. Each training experiment was repeated 5 times, and results
are averaged over all repetitions.
Figure 2 shows the marginal plot of the interaction between word length and regular vs. irregular verb classes for German, Italian and Greek, using an LME model fitting
word learning epochs, with (log) word frequency, inflectional class and word length
as fixed effects. In German and Italian, the distinction between regular and irregular
paradigms is based on the criterion of absence vs. presence of stem allomorphy across
all forms of a paradigm (Marzi et al. 2016). In Greek, we consider regular all paradigms
showing a sigmatic perfective stem, and irregular those with an asigmatic perfective
stem.
Unlike German and Italian (Figure 2, top and middle panels), where irregulars tend
to be acquired systematically later than length-matched regulars are, and no significant
interaction is found, Greek data (Figure 2, bottom panel) show an interesting crossing
pattern: shorter irregulars are acquired earlier than length-matched regulars of comparable frequency, but long irregulars are acquired later than long regulars.
Marzi and colleagues (2016) account for earlier learning epochs of both German
and Italian regulars as an effect of stem transparency on cumulative input frequencies.
With German and Italian regular verbs, stems are shown to the map consistently more
often, since they are transparently nested in all forms of their own paradigm. This makes
their acquisition quicker, due to specialised chains of stem-sensitive BMUs getting more
quickly entrenched. Once a stem is acquired, it can easily be combined with a common
pool of inflectional endings for tense and agreement, simulating an effect of (nearly)
instantaneous (or paradigm-based, as opposed to item-based) acquisition. In contrast,
Greek verb classes always present stem allomorphy throughout their paradigms, no
matter whether allomorphy is systematic, phonologically motivated or unsystematic.
In regular verbs, where perfective stem formation requires -s- affixation (verb classes i
and ii above), perfective stems are systematically longer than their imperfective counterparts, and are acquired after them. Nonetheless, since imperfective stems are fully
or partially nested in perfective stems, learning a long regular perfective form is easier
(i.e. it takes a comparatively shorter time) than learning an irregular perfective form
of comparable length (verb class iii above). This is, again, a regularity-by-transparency
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Figure 2
Marginal plots of interaction effects between word length, log frequency and inflectional
regularity in an LME model fitting word learning epochs in German (top), Italian (middle) and
Greek (bottom). Solid lines = regulars, dotted lines = irregulars. See main text for details on
criteria for inflectional regularity in the three languages.
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Figure 3
Marginal plot of interaction effects between word length (x axis), log frequency and degrees of
stem regularity in an LME model fitting “difficulty of recall” (y axis) by TSOMs trained on Greek
verb forms. Difficulty of recall is a direct function of the amount of noise filtering required for an
input string to be correctly recalled from its IAP . Intuitively, the higher the level of activation of
non target nodes in the IAP , the more difficult the recall of target nodes.

effect, and explains why long regular forms tend to be acquired (on average) more easily
than long irregular forms.
To further investigate the impact of degrees of formal transparency on the processing of Greek verb forms, we conducted an LME analysis of the interaction between
word length and classes of (ir)regularity in word recall (Figure 3). When we control for
word length, regular verbs with sigmatic morphological allomorphs (e.g. [aGa"p(a)-o]
~ [a"Gapi-s-a], solid line in the plot) are recalled more easily than regular verbs with
sigmatic phonological allomorphs (e.g.[Du"lev-o] ~ ["Dulep-s-a], dashed line in the plot).
Difficulty of recall is estimated here as a direct function of the amount of filtering on
node activation levels required for a word form to be recalled accurately from its IAP
(Marzi et al. 2016). Intuitively, low levels of filtering mean that all relevant BM U s in the
IAP are activated considerably more strongly than other irrelevant co-activated nodes,
and are thus easier to recall. High levels of filtering suggest that the overall memory
trace is difficult to recall due to the high activation of many spurious competitors.
Note further that both regular classes are easier to recall than asigmatic irregular verbs
(dotted line in the plot), which show, in most cases, formally more opaque allomorphs
(e.g. ["pern-o] ~ ["pir-a]). As shown by the difference in slope between the solid line and
the other two lines of Figure 3, recall difficulty increases with word length, supporting
our interpretation of the crossing pattern in the bottom panel of Figure 2.
Finally, we assessed the role of predictability of both stems and affixes in Greek
conjugation by classes of inflectional regularity. Figure 4 plots how easy it is for a
map to predict an upcoming symbol at any position in the input string, given the
preceding context. Our dependent variable, “ease of prediction” in the plot of Figure
4, is a function of how often a letter l, at distance k from the stem-ending boundary
(to the left of the boundary for negative values, and to its right for positive values),
is correctly predicted by the map. Note that ease of prediction is 1 if all letters at
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Figure 4
Marginal plot of interaction effects between the distance to the morpheme boundary (x axis,
where x = 0 indicates the first symbol of the affix), and degrees of stem regularity in an LME
model fitting “ease of prediction” (y axis) by TSOMs trained on Greek verb forms. Ease of
prediction is 1 if all letters at position k from the morpheme boundary are correctly predicted by
the TSOM, and it is 0 if no letters are predicted. The distance k has negative values if the letter
precedes the boundary, and 0 or positive values if the letter follows the boundary.

position k are always correctly predicted, and equals 0 if no letter in that position is
predicted. Intuitively, the slope of the marginal plot approximates the average number
of prediction hits at any position in the input string.
In Figure 4, stem predictability and affix predictability are plotted as separate segments for the three classes of inflectional regularity, with x = 0 marking the first symbol
after the base stem (e.g. the vowel i in [a"Gapisa]). The general trend shows quicker
rates in processing fully transparent stems compared with formally less transparent
stems. Conversely, the slope of prediction scores for inflectional markers following
transparent stems is less steep than the slope of inflectional markers following less
transparent stems. It should be noted that the drop in prediction rate between the
end of the stem and the start of the suffix in regular verbs gets smaller as we move
to less transparent stem allomorphs. We take this level of uncertainty to be diagnostic
for structural complexity: a drop in the level of expectation for an upcoming node at
the morpheme boundary is the effect of a perceived morphological discontinuity on the
temporal connectivity of the map. In keeping with distributional accounts of morphological constituency (Hay 2001; Bybee 2002; Hay and Baayen 2005, among others), this
effect is also modulated by word frequency.
As expected, uncertainty is at its peak with fully transparent forms, due to the
compounded effect of three factors: (i) nested base stems are shared by all inflected
forms of a paradigm and are more easily predictable (due to entrenchment); (ii) for
the same reason, they are trailed after by many different affixes; (iii) they undergo
unpredictable perfective stem formation, which cannot easily be generalised across
paradigms. Conversely, non transparent stems undergo several processes of stem alternation (either phonologically or morphologically motivated), and this makes it more
difficult to predict their form during processing. However, uncertainty at the stem level
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makes suffix selection easier across the morpheme boundary, when the map knows
which stem allomorph occurs in input. In the end, stem allomorphy constrains the
number of possible continuations across morpheme boundary, biasing the map’s expectations. This processing dynamic accounts for an advantage in recalling verb forms
with less transparent stems when these forms are comparatively shorter than those
with more transparent stems (see Figure 2, bottom panel). The advantage progressively
shrinks with word length, to become a disadvantage on longer forms.
6. General Discussion
Quantitative analysis of our experimental results highlights a hierarchy of regularityby-transparency effects on morphological processing. In particular, the evidence offered
here emphasises the role of formal preservation of the stem (or stem transparency) in
the paradigm as a key facilitation factor for morphological processing.
Our case study focused on a distinguishing characteristic of Greek conjugation:
all verb paradigms, both regular and irregular ones, involve stem allomorphy in pasttense formation. Hence, the difference between regular and irregular verbs could not be
attributed to the categorical presence or absence of stem allomorphy as is the case with
other languages, such as English and Italian (and, to a lesser extent, German). Rather,
it should be attributed to the type of stem allomorphy itself. Our findings that fully
transparent stems facilitate initial processing of the word and increase perception of
its morphological structure than more opaque stems do, are in keeping with a surfaceoriented notion of morphological regularity, based on patterns of intra-paradigmatic
formal redundancy. In addition, they consistently meet psycholinguistic evidence of
human processing, and appear to be in good accord with research in Natural Morphology laying emphasis on effects of iconic preservation of stem forms in regular inflection
(Dressler 1996). This lends support to the conclusion that the type of stem allomorphy
is what determines the different levels of perceived morphological structure in Modern
Greek, crucially involving a regularity-by-transparency interaction, with predictability
playing second fiddle.
The present analysis paves the way to a performance-oriented notion of inflectional
regularity that may ultimately cut across traditional dichotomous classifications. It is
noteworthy that dual-route models of lexical processing, which presuppose a sharp
subdivision of work between storage and processing, crucially rely on a categorical,
competence-based notion of morphological regularity fitting the inflectional systems
of some languages only. Highly-inflecting languages such as Modern Greek appear to
exhibit a range of processes of stem formation that are considerably more complex
and graded than traditional classifications are ready to admit. In turn, this level of
complexity calls for integrative, non modular architectures of the human lexical processor. We believe that TSOMs provide a promising implementation of such integrative
architectures.
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